
Freedom nasal masks for active sleepers

Flexible movement 
and connection 
Quick-release 
elbow for 
easy connection 
and disconnection 
at night and 
360° rotation for 
greater freedom of 
movement.

Compact and secure  
Nostril inserts help patients 
feel confident in their mask 
seal. Designed to mirror the 
discretion of a nasal cradle 
mask. 

Supple cushion,  
soft chassis 
Designed to fit the 
patient’s face snugly for 
a good seal throughout 
the night.

Stable fit 
Self-adjusting 
frame that’s quick to fit 
and stays comfortably 
in place all night1,2.

Built-in comfort 
Soft, integrated 
sleeves complement 
the streamlined 
mask profile and 
support a comfortable 
experience for the 
patient.

QuietAir vent 

Exhaled air is gently diffused to limit noise output.2 
This whisper-quiet vent emits just 21 dBA3,4  
for a relaxing environment in the bedroom.

AirFit N30i nasal and P30i nasal pillows masks from ResMed give CPAP therapy patients 
the freedom to move as they please during the night, with tube-up configurations designed 
to support a range of sleeping positions. A modular setup means N30i and P30i mask cushions 
can be used with the same frame type, while a QuietAir™ vent that’s engineered to gently diffuse 
exhaled air safeguards peaceful night times for patients and their bed partners. 
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Offer freedom and flexibility. Maintain simplicity.
The modular, mix-and-match design of the AirFit N30i and AirFit P30i means you can do 
more with less. Switch easily between nasal cradle and pillows cushions when you need to alter 
the seal or change contact points.

Self-adjusting 
frame

63840 (STD)
63841 (SML)

Elbow

63842

Headgear

63814

N30i cushions

63874 (W)
63873 (SW)
63870 (M) 
63869 (S)

P30i cushions

63863 (L)
63862 (M)
63861 (S)

Europe (AirFit N30i): English, German, French, Italian, Dutch, Swedish, Norwegian, Finnish, Danish, Spanish, Portuguese, Czech, Polish, 
Arabic, Bulgarian, Croatian, Estonian, Greek, Hungarian, Icelandic, Latvian, Lithuanian, Romanian, Russian, Slovenian, Slovakian and Turkish 
markets. 
Europe (AirFit P30i): English, German, French, Italian, Dutch, Swedish, Norwegian, Finnish, Danish, Spanish, Portuguese, Czech, Polish  
and Arabic markets.

 AirFit N30i - mask system AirFit P30i - mask system

Size
Small QuietAir  
cushion / Small 

frame

Small Wide  
QuietAir cushion / 

Small frame

Medium QuietAir  
cushion / Standard 

frame

Wide QuietAir  
cushion / Standard 

frame

Small starter  
pack*

Standard starter 
pack**

EUROPE 63817 63818 63819 63820 63866 63865

  * Provided in the small starter pack: AirFit P30i small frame, headgear, cushions (S, M).
** Provided in the standard starter pack: AirFit P30i standard frame, headgear, cushions (S, M).
1 ResMed external 7-day clinical study of 24 ResMed and non-ResMed patients, conducted between 21/02/2018 - 12/03/2018. Data on file; ID A4320645.
2 ResMed external 14-day clinical study of 23 ResMed patients, conducted between 30/05/2018 - 22/06/2018. Data on file; ID A4387859.
3 Sound power level of 21 dBA – refer to AirFit N30i user guide.
4 Sound power level of 21 dBA – refer to AirFit P30i user guide.
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